
 

Notes for support letter by the Associate Fellows of Senior Fellows 

 

 

Dear colleague 

I thank you very much for your support of a guest professor or academic guest in her/his 

application for a senior fellowship at the Collegium Helveticum, the joint Institute of Advanced 

Study of ETH Zurich, the University of Zurich and the Zurich University of the Arts. This 

information should help you to prepare a letter of support, which is part of the application. 

Please be aware that in case the senior fellowship application is successful then this implies that 

you will become Associated Fellow at the Collegium Helveticum. The time commitment that this 

will entail for you is minor, but as an Associated Fellow you serve as a partner of the Senior 

Fellow during his/her stay helping her/him to integrate into the local academic/artistic 

environment, and you may participate in the event which the Senior Fellow organizes at the 

Collegium. Specifically, I would appreciate an appraisal of  

– the applicant and why the Collegium Helveticum gains from his/her presence  

– the event proposed by the applicant and how it will benefit the Collegium  

– the associated event to be held at the Collegium 

Moreover, I would appreciate a statement how you foresee being engaged with the Collegium.  

Once, you have completed this support letter, please send it to the applying Senior Fellow, as 

she/he is responsible for uploading it together with the entire application. 

I am fully aware that writing this support letter costs precious time. I am therefore very grateful 

that you support the application and help us to foster the Collegium’s and its fellows exchange 

with both your university and your research area. I would be delighted welcoming you as an 

Associated Fellow if the application will be accepted and thank you for your interest in the 

Collegium. 

With best regards 

 
Sebastian Bonhoeffer, Director 

PS: In case you know promising early career academics/artists, who might be interested in 

joining the Collegium, I would like to make you aware of the junior fellowship program at the 

Collegium. Calls for junior fellows are typically launched in early January. Please find more 

information here https://collegium.ethz.ch/en/fellow-program/fellowship-types/ 

https://80.74.142.130/plesk-site-preview/collegium.ethz.ch/http/80.74.142.130/en/fellow-program/fellowship-types/

